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Levell, 26 st Georges Terrace, PERTH WA 6000 

Office of the Director 

Your ref: 
Our Ref: 

Inquiry Into the Transportation of Detained Persons 
ADM2010/132: NG 

Contact: Natalia Gemmell 
Legal Project Officer 

Telephone: (08) 9425 3936 
Facsimile: (08) 9425 3608 
Email: Natalla.gemmell@dpp.wa.gov.au 

Ms Linda Omar 
Committee Clerk 
Standing Committee on Environment and Public Affairs 
Legislative Council 
Parliament House 
PERTH WA 6000 

By Facsimile Only: 9222 7805 

Dear Ms Omar 

Inquiry into the Transportation of Detained Persons 

I refer to the invitation from the Standing Committee on Environment and 
Public Affairs, dated 14 April 2010, to provide a written submission in relation 
to the Inquiry into the Transportation of Detained Persons. 

When a report is received by the Coroner, the primary role of this office is to 
consider whether or not charges should be laid against any person. 

The DPP is not involved with implementing the recommendations of the 
Coroner's Findings in relation to the death of Mr Ward. The DPP is not in a 
position to comment on the transportation of prisoners. That matter is to be 
properly considered by other government departments. 

I have, however, taken the opportunity to provide some brief comments in 
relation to Item 2 of the Committee's Inquiry regarding the feasibility of air 
transport and video conferencing instead of long haul video transport, based 
on our experiences in both the District Court and the Stirling Gardens 
Magistrates Court (see Enclosure 1: Comments in relation to Item 2 -
Feasibility of air transport and video conferenclng as an alternative to long haul 
vehicle transport). 

I further understand that the Coroners Act 1996 (WA) is currently subject to a 
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term of reference by the Law Reform Commission of Western Australia. 

Yours sincerely 

Joseph McGrath 
DIRECTOR OF PUBLICPROSECUTIONS 

14 May 2010 

Ene: 1) Comments In relatIon to Item 2 -Feasibility of air transport and video 
conferenclng as an alternative to long haul vehicle transport 
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Enclosure 1 

Comments in relation to Item 2 - Feasibilitv of air transport and video 
conferencing as an alternative to long haul vehicle transport 

Videoconferencing has been successfully implemented in various courts, for 
example In the StirlIng Gardens Magistrates Court, District Court metropolitan 
hearings and hearings in the Kimberley region. 

Air travel has also been used to transport accused who are remanded in 
custody at Broome prison to their trial proceedings in Kununurra. 

Generally, the experience of this office in relation to air transport and, more 
particularly video conferencing, has been very positive. 

The District Court appears to be seeking to minimise transportation of accused 
in custody to appear at their court proceedings. 

For example, accused at Hakea Prison involved In Sentencing Mention hearings 
now appear as a matter of course by videolink rather than appearing 
personally (see Circular to Practitioners CRIM 2009/1 Routine Vldeolink 
Appearances for Accused in Custody). 

In the Kimberley Region, In person appearances by accused who would be 
required to travel long distances to appear at Trial Listings Hearings, 
regardless of whether they are remanded In custody or on bail, are also 
becoming less frequent: 

• Video conferencing is now the most common means of appearance for 
accused remanded in custody appearing at superior court hearings In the 
Kimberley region and Is only constrained by the technical limitations of 
that facility and/or Correctional Services policy. 

• For those accused remanded on ball who reside remotely, it is now 
routine that reporting arrangements with local police sufficiently answer 
bail appearance reqUirements for the purpose of these hearings. 

• A small number of breach of sentence proceedings have also been 
completed with the accused appearing by both video and telephone 
conferencing proceedings. 

Although the type of proceedings that can properly occur by this course are 
limited to relatively minor hearings, these matters do manifest a pragmatic 
approach by the District Court, mindful of reducing long haul travel of 
detainees. Moreover, the DPP anticipates that, with the Implementation of 
Improved technical facilities, the few occasions in which that travel still occurs 
will be even further reduced. 

Video conferencing has also been very successfully Implemented in the Stirling 
Gardens Magistrates Court, where the majority of appearances are very short. 
The DPP estimates that at present 95 per cent of the hearing list at the Stirling 
Gardens Magistrates Court is conducted with the accused on video link. 
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Video conferencing has allowed access to people from prisons anywhere in the 
State: Video links have also been achieved via regional Court houses, which 
have enabled access to persons who are out on bail, but live in a regional area. 

The DPP has experienced some technical difficulties with video conferencing, 
particularly when the link fails, or when there is a need to link up with more 
than one prison. In these circumstances, if an adjournment is being sought, 
defence may choose to waive their client's appearance and simply undertake to 
the Court to inform their client of the next appearance date. 

The District Court has recognised some of the technical difficulties involved 
with taking of evidence by video link. To address this, the Court has imposed 
standard requirements regarding the use of video conferencing facilities on the 
party who Intends to call the witness (see District Court Practice Direction Gen 
1 of 2010). The OPP has found these requirements difficult to comply with, 
because of the lack of control that the office has in relation to the 
videoconference facilities. 

In relation to sentencing hearIngs In the Stirling Gardens Magistrates Court, 
the DPP is aware of occasions where the accused person has had difficulty 
following what has transpired over the Video link because they are physically 
removed from the process. This has been rare, and every effort has been made 
by counsel and by the Magistrate to explain what is taking place and clarify 
matters for the accused if there is any confusion. 

In this regard, the DPP has noted that the AborIginal Legal Service are very 
conscientious about undertaking to explain the process and what has occurred 
to their clients In cases where the accused may not have taken in what has 
happened in court. 

The DPP is also aware of occasions where an interpreter has been used in 
conjunction with the Video conferencing. While slow, this process was also 
implemented via video with defence counsel and Interpreter In Court and the 
accused on video. 


